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Overview

I In reinforcement learning (RL), we explore Two-Timescale
Networks (TTN), an architecture where the feature and
value-learning processes are split, each optimizing their own
objective, to learn value functions.

I We empirically observe benefits over end-to-end training in
online policy evaluation and control se�ings.

Motivation
Training neural networks in an end-to-end fashion is the most
common approach in deep RL. Spli�ing feature-learning and
value-learning can bring certain advantages:
I It enables the use of many classic algorithms for linear function

approximation without simple extensions to nonlinear f.a. such
as least-squares methods and eligibility traces.

I By using a two-timescale approach with separate learning rates
for each process, it facilitates proving convergence guarantees.

Two-Timescale Networks
The value prediction is given by V̂ (s) def

= xθ(s)>w where w are the
parameters for the value-learning process and θ are the
parameters for the feature representation. w and θ are trained
separately, each by optimizing separate objectives.
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Ŷ (s) is the prediction for the auxiliary task.

Experiments

We consider learning the value function for a fixed policy in 6
environments in an online manner, each run lasting 5000 steps.
A neural network with a single hidden layer (256 units) was
used to generate the representation.

Competitors

We compare TTN to other policy evaluation algorithms:
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Figure: TTN comparison to other nonlinear value function approximation
algorithms. For the TTN, MSTDE is used as the surrogate loss for the slow part
of the network (feature learning) and LSTD is used for the fast part.

Utility of Optimizing the MSPBE

We compare optimizing the MSTDE directly end-to-end vs.
using the MSTDE as a surrogate objective and optimizing the
mean-squared projected Bellman error (MSPBE) for
value-learning.
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Linear Algorithms and Eligibility Traces

We look at the e�ectiveness of various policy evaluation
algorithms for linear f.a. including true-online algorithms,
least-squares methods and eligibility traces.
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Figure: a) & b) Linear methods on Puddle World and Catcher.
c) Trace sensitivity in Catcher.

Surrogate Loss Functions

We investigate the impact of the choice of surrogate loss for
learning features including the MSTDE, the semi-gradient
MSTDE, next state and reward predictions.
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Control
We take a preliminary look at using TTN in a control se�ing.
To adapt TTN to control, we keep a replay bu�er and utilize
fi�ed Q-iteration to solve for the linear weights on the bu�er
along with gradient steps on minibatches for updating the
neural network (feature-learning). We run 200,000 steps for the
nonimage catcher and 10 million for the image version.
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Conclusions and Future Work
The TTN architecture can bring empirical benefits for learning
value functions, particularly when used with LSTD, along with
theoretical convergence guarantees when combined with sound
linear policy evaluation algorithms.

Some future research directions include:
I Further investigations of the control se�ing.
I Principled ways of choosing surrogate loss functions.
I Explore variance reduction properties in o�-policy policy

evaluation.


